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Theory and Operation of the Warwi k
Multipro essor S heduling (MS) System

S. C. Perry and J. S. Harper and D. J. Kerbyson and G. R. Nudd

High Performan e Systems Group
Department of Computer S ien e
University of Warwi k
Coventry, UK

Abstra t
This paper is on erned with the appli ation of performan e predi tion te hniques to
the optimisation of parallel systems, and, in parti ular, the use of these te hniques
on-the- y for optimising performan e at run-time. In ontrast to other performan e
tools, performan e predi tion results are made available very rapidly, whi h allows
their use in real-time environments. When applied to program optimisation, this allows onsideration of run-time variables su h as input data and resour e availability
that are not, in general, available during the traditional (ahead-of-time) performan e
tuning stage.
The main ontribution of this work is the appli ation of predi tive performan e
data to the s heduling of a number of parallel tasks a ross a large heterogeneous
distributed omputing system. This is a hieved through use of just-in-time performan e predi tion oupled with iterative heuristi algorithms for optimisation of the
meta-s hedule.
The paper des ribes the main theoreti al onsiderations for development of su h a
s heduling system, and then des ribes a prototype implementation, the MS s heduling system, together with some results obtained from this system when operated
over a medium-sized ( ampus-wide) distributed omputing network.

1

Introdu tion

The prin iple motivation for the use of any parallel system is the in reased
performan e that an be a hieved by distributing workload among a number
of separate nodes. With omputational systems, the produ tion of a parallel appli ation requires onsiderable extra work ompared to the equivalent
sequential program, and it is learly very important to maximise the performan e reward for this additional e ort. Consequently, development of parallel
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appli ations has traditionally on entrated on nding the `best' parallel algorithm for an identi ed target ar hite ture, and subsequent tuning using
performan e tools su h as appli ation measurement/tra ing. These tools are
generally used before the appli ation is run in earnest, and the `optimisation'
is ne essarily spe i to the parti ular target ar hite ture.
However, the eÆ ien y with whi h an appli ation runs on a parallel ma hine
also depends on other fa tors not foreseeable when the ode was originally
optimised. For example, it is possible to optimise a he re-use on a datadependent basis[1,2℄, and the hoi e of algorithm an be made dependent
on the input appli ation parameters at run-time[3,4℄. Furthermore, heterogeneous data ne essitates load balan ing within the appli ation, and, at the
system level, heterogeneous omputing resour es must also be s heduled and
dynami ally load balan ed. These issues be ome even more hallenging when
one onsiders the trend towards large distributed omputing systems, often
built from a range of ommodity omponents, whi h provide a heterogeneous
and onstantly hanging set of omputing resour es.
Optimisation te hniques used when a program is about to be exe uted (hereafter alled dynami performan e optimisation methods) an be onveniently
divided into two ategories:





Single-program issues are on erned with the optimisation of a single appliation running on a parallel system. For example, the size and organisation
of lo al memory and the eÆ ien y of the network and message passing
interfa e are `hardware fa tors' in uen ing performan e at this level. The
mapping of data and subtasks ontained within the parallel appli ation to
the underlying network ar hite ture is the main `software fa tor' in uen ing performan e; this is itself dependent upon the number of pro essing
nodes whi h have been allo ated, and their relative network topology. The
hoi e of algorithms and data-partitioning strategies is onsequently very
ri h at this stage, and dynami performan e optimisation is on erned with
sele tion of these parameters on a system- and data-dependent basis.
Multiprogramming issues are on erned with optimising the performan e of
the parallel system as a whole. In parti ular, the problems of quantitative
partitioning (i.e. the number of pro essing nodes assigned to ea h task) and
qualitative partitioning (i.e. the parti ular subset of nodes and, for a heterogeneous system, their asso iated omputing power and ommuni ation
osts) are ompromises between minimising the exe ution time of any parti ular task and maximising the overall eÆ ien y of the parallel system. The
sear h spa e for this multiple parameter optimisation problem is extremely
large, and is not fully de ned until run-time.

In ontrast to the dynami optimisation te hniques ited above[1{4℄, this paper
will on entrate on the se ond ategory, and, in parti ular, the problem of
2

dynami ally optimising the s hedule of a large number of parallel tasks, to be
run on a heterogeneous omputing network.
Theoreti al onsiderations appli able to this problem will now be outlined.

1.1 Intra tability
Consider for the moment the simpler ase of a homogeneous omputer system,
onsisting of a number of identi al pro essing nodes for whi h ommuni ation
osts are similar between all nodes, then the above problem an be stated
formally as follows.
Problem 1 A s hedule for a set of parallel tasks fT0 ; T1 ; : : : ; Tn 1 g whi h are
to be run on a network of identi al pro essing nodes fP0 ; P1 ; : : : ; Pm 1 g is
de ned by the allo ation to ea h task Tj a set of nodes j 2 fP0 ; : : : ; Pm 1 g
and a start time j at whi h the allo ated nodes all begin to exe ute the task
in unison. Be ause the pro essing nodes are identi al, the exe ution time for
ea h task is simply a fun tion, tx ()j , of the number of nodes allo ated to it,
and it is presumed that this fun tion is known in advan e. The system uses
Run-To-Completion (RTC) s heduling, hen e the tasks are not permitted to
overlap. The makespan, w, for a parti ular s hedule is de ned as:
w = max fj + tx (jj
0j n 1

j

jj)j g ;

(1)

whi h is the latest ompletion time of any task. The goal is to minimise this
fun tion with respe t to the s hedule.
Problem 1 is alled the Multipro essor S heduling (MS) problem.
The intra tability of MS has been studied[5℄, and it is found that although
pseudo-polynomial time algorithms exist for the ases of m = 2 and m = 3,
MS is NP-hard for the general ase m > 4. Approximate algorithms have
been proposed[6,7℄; these have a worst ase bound of w  2w? , where w? is
the makespan of the optimal s hedule. Although these algorithms are a useful
fall-ba k, for high performan e systems a fa tor of two is una eptable in most
ases, and one would hope to a hieve mu h higher levels of optimisation.
In order to nd (near) optimal solutions to this ombinatorial optimisation
problem, the approa h taken in this work is to nd good s hedules through
use of iterative heuristi methods. Two heuristi te hniques have been studied:
Simulated Annealing (SA)[8,9℄ and a Geneti Algorithm (GA)[10,11℄. These
methods pro eed through use of a ` tness fun tion' whi h assigns a quality
value to any parti ular solution (in this ase orresponding to a s hedule for
3

the task set). The algorithms are on erned only with the maximisation of
this value. Details of these methods' implementation are given in se tion 2.

1.2 Heterogeneous ombinatorial onsiderations
As mentioned above, the fun tion tx (), whi h provides a program's exe ution
time for a given allo ation of pro essing nodes, (hereafter referred to as
a performan e s enario), is assumed to be known in advan e. For an otherwise unloaded homogeneous parallel system, where the exe ution times are
not data-dependent, pro le data ould on eivably be used for this purpose
(although for large one-shot appli ations this would somewhat defeat the obje t of the optimisation). The nodes are identi al, so, for example, with a 60
node system there exists exa tly 60 di erent performan e s enarios per task
(although if the optimum speedup o urs at a lower number of nodes then the
later s enarios will not be used).
However, for the more realisti ase of a heterogeneous system, ombinatorial
explosion generally pre ludes prior knowledge of the exe ution time. In the
extreme ase, the number
of performan e s enarios for m entirely di erent
P
m
pro essing nodes is k=1 k!, whi h for m = 60 is of the order 1081 . Clearly,
for any non-trivial heterogeneous system it will not be possible to obtain the
fun tion tx () in advan e of the s heduling stage. To over ome this diÆ ulty,
we propose to use data from a performan e predi tion system, al ulated in
real time as the s heduling program requires it. This just-in-time approa h
e e tively provides tx ( ) for the heuristi methods for heterogeneous systems.
The implementation is des ribed further in se tion 5.2.

1.3 Performan e predi tion
This work will on entrate entirely on performan e predi tion as the method
of providing tx ( ), either in advan e for homogeneous situations or in real
time for heterogeneous systems. Performan e predi tion is the te hnique of
estimating values for various aspe ts of how an appli ation program will exe ute on a omputer system, given ertain well-de ned des riptions of both
program and system. The performan e predi tion toolset used here, PACE,
operates by hara terising the appli ation in terms of its prin iple operations
(representing omputation osts) and its parallelisation strategy (whi h di tates the ommuni ation pattern). These are then ombined with models of
the system environment to produ e a predi tion for the exe ution time. The
key to this strategy is that the separation of program and system models
allows predi tions for heterogeneous omputing environments.
4

Predi tions are made in a fra tion of a se ond, and for appli ations whose
internal stru tures have a low level of data-dependen e is generally a urate
to within 10 % of the measured time. However, it is important to note that
for run-time optimisation purposes the a ura y of the predi tion is not an
overriding on ern; any information from detailed tra e data down to a basi
measure of program omplexity is always useful { it is better than no information at all. A omplete des ription of the PACE system an be found in
[12℄.

2

Solution of MS using Heuristi Methods

A number of standard texts des ribe the operation of the SA and GA te hniques; the following se tions detail only issues relating to solution of the MS
problem using these methods.

2.1 Coding s heme and tness fun tion
Both te hniques require a oding s heme whi h an represent all legitimate solutions to the optimisation problem. For both algorithms, any possible solution
is uniquely represented by a parti ular string, Si , and strings are manipulated
in various ways until the algorithm onverges upon an optimal solution. In
order for this manipulation to pro eed in the orre t dire tion, a method of
pres ribing a quality value (or tness) to ea h solution string is also required.
The algorithm for providing this value is alled the tness fun tion fv (Si ).
The tness values of solutions to the MS problem are readily obtained { the
solutions whi h represent the s hedule with the least makespan are the most
desirable, and vi e-versa. The pro essing node set for ea h task, and the order
in whi h the tasks are exe uted, are en oded in ea h solution string, and the
exe ution times for ea h task (given the set of nodes allo ated) are obtained
from the predi tion system. It is therefore straightforward to al ulate the
makespan of the s hedule represented by any solution string Si . This number
may be onverted from a ost fun tion (f ) to a value fun tion (fv ) by multiplying all the makespans by -1 and normalising on the interval 0  fv (Si )  1.
The oding s heme we have developed for this problem onsists of 2 parts:




An ordering part, whi h spe i es the order in whi h the tasks are to be
exe uted. This part of the string is q -ary oded where q = n.
A mapping part, whi h spe i es the allo ation of pro essing nodes to ea h
task. This part of the string is binary oded, onsisting of n  m bits spe 5

task #0
task #1

2 4 1 0 5 3

task ordering

time

task #2
task #3

11010 01010 11110 01000 10111 01001

task #4
map of
task #2

map of
task #4

map of
task #1

map of
task #0

map of
task #5

map of
task #3

task #5
0

1

2

3

4

processor

Fig. 1. An example solution string (LHS) and Gantt hart representing its s hedule
(RHS). The two parts of the solution string are shown separately, with the ordering
part above and the mapping part below. Note that the exe ution times of the various
tasks are a fun tion of the pro essing node set allo ated and are provided by the
performan e predi tion system. This data is asso iated with the task obje t and
is never used dire tly by the optimisation algorithm, but only through the tness
fun tion fv .

ifying whether or not a parti ular node is assigned to a parti ular task.
The ordering of the task-allo ation se tions in the mapping part of the string
is ommensurate with the task order. A short example of this type of solution
string and its asso iated s hedule are shown in Fig. 1. The ordering part of
this string is always guaranteed to be legitimate by the various manipulation
fun tions used in the heuristi algorithms. However the same is not true of
the mapping part, and if the tness fun tion en ounters a string with a task
that has no pro essing nodes allo ated it will randomly assign one. Further
manipulation may be required when using the system in a heterogeneous environment, as des ribed in se tion 4.
From Fig. 1 it is lear that the task of parallel s hedule optimisation is a
`pa king problem' where the goal is to t the programs together as tightly
as possible. Examples of a simple s hedule before and after appli ation of a
heuristi algorithm are shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Geneti algorithm-based optimisation
A GA-based optimisation program, using the oding s heme des ribed above,
was developed for testing with simulated (homogeneous) performan e data
and the MS problem tness fun tion. The ode was based upon the ideas
developed in [11℄, using a population size of 60 and sto hasti remainder sele tion. Spe ialised rossover and mutation fun tions were developed for use
with the two-part oding s heme. The rossover fun tion rst spli es the two
ordering strings at a random lo ation, and then re-orders the o spring to
produ e legitimate solutions. The mapping parts are rossed over by rst reordering them to be onsistent with the new task order, and then performing
6

Fig. 2. Example s hedules for 15 programs running on 10 pro essors, both before
optimisation (left panel) and after 500 iterations of the optimising (GA) algorithm
(right panel). The di erent shaded re tangles represent the programs indexed on
the left.

a single-point (binary) rossover. The motivation for the re-ordering is to preserve the node mapping asso iated with a parti ular task from one generation
to the next. The mutation stage is also two-part, with a swit hing operator
randomly applied to the ordering parts, and a random bit- ip applied to the
mapping parts.

2.3 Simulated annealing-based optimisation
The SA-based optimisation program used the same oding s heme and tness
fun tion des ribed above, and was a modi ation of the travelling ode given
in Numeri al Re ipes[13, hap. 7℄. The program again uses a two-part rearrangement fun tion, with path transport or reversal (performed a ording
to an annealing s hedule derived from the metropolis algorithm) o urring
separately for the ordering and mapping parts, and the mapping part reordered in between.
3

Performan e of the heuristi s

In order to onveniently test the performan e of the algorithms with di erent problem sizes, tasks were simulated from a simple homogeneous parallel
omputation model, viz,
tx (i) =

C pu
+ C om  i;
i

7

i = 1; : : : ; m:

(2)

Fig. 3. Comparison of the ( umulative) best s hedules found by the di erent heuristi approa hes for a set of 20 simulated tasks running on a 16 node system. The
lines are the average of 100 runs of ea h sear h method; the error bars show the
width of 1 standard deviation from the mean at onvergen e.

Hen e from the derivative of Eq. 2 it was straightforward to reate task sets
with spe i ed distributions of sizes and optimum pro essing node numbers.
Examples of the onvergen e times for a simple s heduling problem are presented in Fig. 3. The gure shows the relative performan e of the heuristi
algorithms and a random sear h algorithm (using peak speedup node alloations for ea h task). The intra tability of the MS problem pre ludes omparison of the results with an optimal s hedule, but we assume the results
at onvergen e to be near-optimal. As expe ted, the heuristi methods o er
an appre iable improvement over the random sear h (whi h demonstrates the
vastness of the sear h spa e even for a relatively simple problem). Although
the solution quality for the two heuristi algorithms is omparable at onvergen e, in general GA provides higher-quality solutions at shorter times than
SA. The reason for this is believed to be that the operation of SA is based
upon patient movement towards a minimum following an annealing s hedule,
and does not lend itself to early termination. Conversely, GA is based upon the
evolution of a set (population) of solution strings, whi h not only nds minima
more qui kly, but also adapts easily to hanges in the problem (e.g. the addition or ompletion of a task, or a hange in the available hardware resour es),
be ause any urrent solution set will serve as good quality starting points in
a slightly hanged situation. Hen e hen e for realisti , real-time s heduling
environments, where the pool of tasks and omputing resour es is onstantly
hanging, the ratio of the onvergen e times for GA vs. SA (shown in Fig. 3)
is greatly exaggerated, with SA having to omplete its annealing s hedule for
ea h new situation, whereas GA an qui kly evolve from the previous solution,
8

and hen e start mu h further along the onvergen e urve.

3.1 Real-time extension of the MS problem
The simulations des ribed above were on erned with the solution of the MS
problem as de ned in Prob. 1, with all the tasks and their asso iated performan e data known in advan e. Consider now a slightly more realisti ase,
where new tasks may be added to the queue after the rst tasks have started.
Hen e the MS problem be omes dynami ; tasks are added and removed (when
they are omplete) from the s heduling problem in real time. As mentioned
earlier, the evolutionary basis of GA is parti ularly well suited to this situation, and this was the only heuristi used for the following simulations.
The simulations work by rst allowing a \warm-up" period for the GA with
a set of tasks, and then removing the tasks whi h have been s heduled for
exe ution (i.e. the ones at the beginning of the Gantt hart). This tends to
leave a jagged `base' whi h forms the basis of the next pa king problem. When
a task ompletes, the algorithm is stopped and interrogated for its best solution, and any tasks at the bottom of the s hedule begin exe ution. Tasks are
ontinuously added so as to keep the number of pre-s heduled tasks onstant.
For the ase where the queue initially ontains all the tasks to be exe uted,
minimisation of the makespan provides the most eÆ ient s hedule. However,
for the real time ase now onsidered, one should also take into a ount the
nature of the idle time in the s hedule. Idle time at the bottom of the s hedule
is parti ularly undesirable, be ause this is the pro essing time whi h will be
wasted rst, and is least likely to be re overed by further iteration of the GA
or when more tasks are added. For this reason we propose and use a modi ed
ost fun tion:

(

f =w 1+

X h idle i)

nodes

Æ tj (0)

(3)

Where tidle
j (t) is the amount of idle time on node j starting at time t, with time
beginning at zero. Within this regime solutions with idle time at the beginning
of the s hedule on any of the pro essors are penalised with a higher ost
fun tion, in proportion to the overall makespan. Equation 3 will be referred
to as the Extended MS (XMS) ost fun tion.
Shown in table 1 are the task exe ution rates for the standard and extended
ost fun tions used with the GA, ompared with the results from a simpler
rst- ome- rst-served (FIFO) s heduler. GA-XMS gives a 20 % improvement
in the task exe ution rate over GA-MS (using the normal MS quality fun 9

32

64

FIFO

242 110

58

GA-MS

821 357 182

< j >

16

GA-XMS 963 428 222
Table 1
Rates of exe ution (hr 1 ) for simulated tasks of average size j . The row marked
\FIFO" shows results for a ` rst- ome- rst-served' s hedule. The rows pre xed
\GA" show results for GA optimised s hedules with di erent quality fun tions,
as des ribed in the text.

tion, i.e. makespan alone). However, separate simulations have shown that the
makespan is generally 10 % worse for GA-XMS at onvergen e. This dis repan y demonstrates the penalty in urred for la k of knowledge of the entire
task queue before s heduling begins.
In either ase, the heuristi algorithms give an in rease in the exe ution rate
of 3-4 times over the standard queueing method { this is a dire t result of
knowledge of the exe ution time fun tion, tx ( ), provided by performan e
predi tion.

4

An Implementation: The MS S heduling System

The ideas presented in the previous se tions have been developed into a
working system for s heduling sequential and parallel tasks over a heterogeneous distributed omputing network. The goal of this proje t, alled the
MS s heduling system, is to investigate and demonstrate the role of performan e predi tion in the optimisation of large distributed systems. We hope
that this work is omplementary to the many other distributed omputing
proje ts in operation at the moment [14,15℄. Our prototype system addresses
the issues of intra tability, heterogeneous systems, dynami and evolving omputing resour es, and performan e predi tion. We do not attempt to dupli ate
or re-invent previous or ongoing work, hen e our prototype system does not
address issues su h as se urity, network operating systems, resour e dis overy/identi ation et . The state-of-the-art in these and other areas are overed
in [15℄.
An overview of the design and implementation of the MS system is given
below.
10

4.1 System organisation
The MS s heduling system has at its heart a GA s heduling program to provide
good-quality solutions to the s heduling problem in real time, as des ribed
above. However, a number of other programs (daemons) and design features
are ne essary in order to produ e a working system.
The main goal of the implementation was to make the `state' of the system
both visible and trans endent. To this end, MS makes extensive use of the
lesystem (whi h should fa ilitate its extension to larger distributed omputing environments su h as GLOBUS), and a olle tion of various dire tories
and database les represent its omplete state at any parti ular instant in
time.
The most important type of le is a job- le. After a job 1 has been submitted,
it undergoes a series of state hanges, with ea h state representing a parti ular
stage in its lifetime. In reality, this orresponds to a job- le (a database whi h
uniquely represents the job, and ontains various job parameters and other
information) being moved through a dire tory hierar hy. At most hanges of
state, additional information is added to the job- le. This hierar hy is shown
s hemati ally on the LHS of Fig. 4.
Other important les are the hosts and host-stats databases, whi h provide MS
with real-time information on the state of the available omputing resour es.
These databases will be des ribed further in se tion 5.1.5. The various job
states (dire tories) will now be des ribed individually.







Submitted. This is the entry point to the s heduling system, where the
user presents jobs to be exe uted. At this point the job- le ontains the
basi information required to run the job, in luding the lo ation of the
exe utable(s), the input data, and various information pertaining to the
performan e data or model.
Queued. When the job- le is moved into this dire tory it is given a unique
job identi ation number (JID). It then awaits the attention of the s hedule
optimiser.
S heduling. On e the s hedule optimiser be omes aware of a job it is moved
into this dire tory for the duration of the optimisation pro edure.
Runnable. At the time that the s hedule optimiser de ides to run a job it
moves the job- le into this dire tory where another daemon is responsible for
running it on the system. The s hedule optimiser spe i es the omputing

A task is alled a \job" within the ontext of the s heduling system (by analogy
with bat h queue systems), and we will use the two terms inter hangeably here.
Likewise, pro essor nodes are referred to as \hosts", as they generally orrespond
to individual workstations in distributed systems.
1
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add/remove hosts

user
submit job with
performance model

submitted
hosts

+job-id

queued
identify available
hosts
report results
by email

query host
load avg,
idle, etc...

host stats

scheduling
+host-spec
+predicted-tx

request perf.
estimate for
job/host
configuration

runnable

ms_stats

+start-time

cache

running

evaluate performance model

+finish-time

finished

eval

exited

job states

state changes

daemons

information flow

data stores

Fig. 4. Flow hart diagram of the MS s heduling system. A full explanation is given
in the text. Note that not all MS daemons are shown in this diagram.



resour es on whi h the job is to be run, and adds information about the
predi ted exe ution time to the job- le.
Running. On e the job has begun to be exe uted on the system its job- le
is moved to this dire tory, where the start-time is added (the start-time and
predi ted exe ution times of the urrently running jobs are required by the
s hedule optimiser, to provide the `base' for the pa king problem).
12




Finished. On e the job pro ess has ompleted it is moved to this dire tory,
where it waits for the s hedule optimiser to move it to the next dire tory.
In this way, the optimiser program is able to keep tra k of when jobs nish
relative to their predi ted nish time.
Exited. When the job- le rea hes this dire tory it signi es that the job is
ompleted as far as the system is on erned. The JID number is re y led,
and the user is sent noti ation that the job has been ompleted.

The maintenan e of these dire tories and databases is the responsibility of
various daemons, as des ribed in the se tion 5.1.
5

The MS toolset

The various programs and libraries whi h make up the MS system will now
be des ribed.

5.1 Daemons
A number of ba kground pro esses, or daemons, are used to implement the
state ma hine des ribed above. All interpro ess ommuni ation is performed
via the le-system, with a single daemon being designated the owner of ea h
parti ular queue dire tory. Ownership gives the right to edit the job les in a
dire tory. Daemons without ownership of a dire tory are only allowed to read
or add jobs in the queue.

5.1.1 ms-init
The ms-init daemon monitors the submission queue. As job les are added to
the dire tory by a user, the init daemon allo ates an unused job id, and moves
the job into the queueing dire tory, ready for the s heduler.

5.1.2 ms-s hed
The s heduler daemon en ompasses the ideas of se tions 1-3 of this paper. It
uses the GA heuristi to sear h for optimal solutions to the s hedule problem
at hand, and interrogates the GA when there are free resour es available, in
order to submit jobs for exe ution.
The daemon operates by periodi ally s anning the \queued" queue for new
entries; when these are found the job is passed to the GA for addition to its
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optimisation pool, and the job is moved to the \s hedule" queue. The s heduler
also s ans the \running" queue, in order to nd the base for the optimisation
(pa king) problem, as des ribed earlier. It also monitors the \ nished" queue,
in order to as ertain if the predi ted exe ution times were orre t, and modify
its s hedule base if this is not the ase. When the s heduler nds a job in the
\ nished" queue it is moved to the \exited" queue, in order to let the system
know that the s heduler is aware of the job's ompletion, and that it is no
longer required.
When the s heduler submits a job to the \runnable" dire tory it adds the
spe i ation for the hosts that the job is to be run on. It also adds the predi ted
exe ution time for the job, whi h it requires on e the job has started running,
as des ribed above.

5.1.3 ms-run
After the s heduler, the ms-run daemon is perhaps the most omplex. It is
responsible for exe uting the program asso iated with a job on a spe i ed list
of hosts. Currently, only MPI onforming programs are supported, but it is
envisaged that this will be extended as the system matures (for example to
support PVM-based appli ations). Various elds of the job data stru ture are
used to ontrol the exe ution of the program, these in lude options to ontrol
the arguments to the pro ess, and how the input and output streams of the
pro ess are treated.
Currently, the exe utable programs must be pre- ompiled and available in all
lo al lesystems. Heterogeneity is handled by allowing the lenames to be
onstru ted on a host-by-host basis, and in luding lo al parameter substitutions, su h as the name of the ar hite ture. A framework is in pla e to allow
exe utables to be ompiled on demand from \pa kets" of sour e ode, but this
is yet to be ompleted.
The ms-run daemon s ans the \runnable" queue, exe uting any jobs before
moving them to the \running" queue. After they omplete their exe ution,
the exit status and time of ompletion are added to the job stru ture, before
being moved to the \ nished" queue.
If for some reason a job is unable to be run, it is returned to the \queueing"
dire tory, ready to be res heduled at a later date, unless this it has already
been queued too many times, in whi h ase it is reje ted.
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5.1.4 ms-reaper
After the s heduler has noted job ompletions, and moved them to the \exited" queue, the ms-reaper daemon reports the results ba k to the user (in the
urrent implementation this is done via email). If no destination was spe ied for the program's standard output stream, the output of the program is
in luded in the report. The report also in ludes information on erning the
exe ution time of the program (and how a urate the performan e model was),
and whi h hosts the job was exe uted on. Finally the job le is deleted, and
its job id is re y led.
The reaper daemon also monitors the \reje t" queue. This is where the other
daemons pla e jobs that are in some way in orre tly spe i ed, or otherwise
unable to be exe uted.

5.1.5 ms-stats
The ms-stats daemon is responsible for gathering statisti s on erning the
hosts on whi h tasks may be s heduled. The three statisti s required are the
uptime, load average, and idle time of ea h host. The uptime is the time sin e
the system was booted, the idle time is the time sin e the user of that ma hine
last gave any input (or in nity if there is no urrent user), and the load average
is the number of pro esses in the system s heduler's run queue, amortised over
a re ent xed period.
Every ve minutes the ms-stats daemon queries ea h system in the database
of known hosts for these three parameters. It uses standard UNIX utilities to
gather the information: finger and rup. As the statisti s are gathered, they
are added to the database of host statisti s.

5.2 Evaluation Library
As noted earlier, the sear h spa e is generally so large su h that it is not
possible to pre- al ulate all required performan e estimates ahead of time.
Instead a demand-driven evaluation s heme is used, oupled with a a he of
past evaluations. The motivation for the a he is that there is a large degree
of repetition in the list of performan e s enarios that the GA will require.
Although it would be straightforward to use other predi tion methods, this
implementation uses models reated by the PACE environment. For ea h appli ation that is submitted to the MS system there must be an asso iated
performan e model. PACE allows the textual performan e des riptions to be
ompiled into a binary exe utable; invoking this binary with a list of parameter
15

$ ./AppParti les -i
pa e? list
Npro 1
N 500
pa e? set Npro 2
pa e? set N 20000
pa e? eval
2.19181e+08
pa e? hrduse SunUltra1 SunUltra1
pa e? eval
4.89571e+08
pa e? set N 10000
pa e? eval
1.22434e+08

Fig. 5. Example PACE session

de nitions will evaluate the performan e model for the spe i ed on guration.
To avoid the startup overhead asso iated with evaluating a model, PACE provides an intera tive interfa e, where multiple evaluations an be performed,
spe ifying the parameters and hardware on gurations for ea h separate evaluation. Figure 5 shows an example intera tive session. The MS evaluation
library reates a pro ess running ea h performan e model, then uses the session interfa e to invoke evaluations and read the results, ommuni ating a ross
a pair of so kets. This method allows the possibility of distributing evaluations
a ross multiple hosts, although this hasn't been ne essary as yet.
When requesting evaluations the s heduler translates from the ve tor of host
names spe ifying whi h hosts the job would run on, to a ve tor of ar hite ture
names and pu load averages. For example if a spe i ed host is a Sun Ultra-1
workstation, the asso iated PACE hardware model is alled SunUltra1, and its
urrent load average is 0.3 (this data is olle ted by the statisti s daemon, des ribed in Se tion 5.1.5), the string SunUltra1:hardware/CPU LOAD=0 would
be spe i ed as the hardware model of that parti ular host. Repeating this
pro ess for all hosts that the job would run on gives the ve tor of hardware
models that the evaluation requires.
Although evaluations omplete relatively qui kly (usually in the order of a
few tenths of a se ond), this is still a less than ideal. For example, if the
GA has a population size of 50, and there are 20 jobs being s heduled, then
1000 evaluations are required ea h generation. If ea h evaluation takes 0.01
se onds, then this is 10 se onds per generation. However, many of the evaluations requested by the geneti algorithm are likely to be exa tly the same
as those required by previous generations (due to the nature of the rossover
and mutation operators).
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To apitalise on this redundan y a a he of all previous evaluations has been
added between the s heduler and the performan e model. When a parti ular
evaluation result is requested, the a he is sear hed (the a he uses a hashtable, so lookups are fast). If the result already exists, it is returned to the
s heduler. Otherwise the performan e model is alled, and the result is added
to the a he before being returned to the s heduler. The library also supports
a se ondary level of a hing, using a database stored in the le system. The results of all previous evaluations of a parti ular model are re orded, along with
the model parameters for ea h result. This has several bene ts to the s heduler: rstly it is possible to stop and then restart s heduler pro esses without
losing the evaluation history, and se ondly similar jobs may be s heduled more
than on e, but the model is only evaluated the rst time.

5.3 User Interfa e
Naturally, the end user of the s heduling system an not be expe ted to manipulate the job les themselves. To this end a graphi al user interfa e has
been developed, allowing all of the information ontained within the system
to be displayed and modi ed.
The rst part of the interfa e is the browser. This allows all of the databases
in the system to be displayed. These databases in lude the job queue dire tories, and the ontrol databases, su h as those ontaining the host data and
statisti s. A s reenshot of the browser is shown in Figure 6.
The other part of the user interfa e is the s heduler front end. This displays
the Gantt hart of the urrent s hedule, and allows the various daemons to be
ontrolled. Figure 7 shows a typi al s reenshot of the s heduler interfa e.
An alternative interfa e to the system is via the World Wide Web, through
a CGI s ript. This interfa e allows mu h the same a tions as the desktop
interfa e, with the ex eption of the s hedule Gantt hart (we are urrently
developing a Java applet to allow this).
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Fig. 6. MS browser

Fig. 7. MS s hedule viewer
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